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In this paper, I will briefly look at the use of the expression dev‡n‡¸priya in 
Aśokan inscriptions along with references to devas in those inscriptions. Further, I 
will look at the Vedic precursors of the Aśokan term dev‡n‡¸priya, as well as its 
subsequent history in the traditions of Pur‡ıas, Sanskrit Grammar, and literature. I 
will also review how this term appears in Sri Lankan inscriptions, chronicles and 
AÒÒhakath‡s, as well as its complete absence in the northern Buddhist Sanskrit 
legends about Aśoka, such as the Aśok‡vad‡na. Most of these dimensions have been 
covered in the extensive previous research regarding the term dev‡na¸piya/-
dev‡n‡¸priya, but there may be nuances that I can add to this discussion. 

Occu rrence o f d ev‡na¸piya and d eva  in  Aśo kan Inscript ions  

In his Glossary of Aśokan inscriptions, Woolner (1924, pt. II: 95−96) conveniently 
lists all occurrences and variants of the term dev‡na¸piya. Almost invariably 
associated with the title piyadasi of Aśoka, the term dev‡na¸piya occurs in most of 
Aśoka’s inscriptions, sometimes several times in a given inscription. 
Geographically, it occurs in all regions where Aśoka’s inscriptions are found, as 
well as chronologically it occurs in all periods of Aśokan inscriptions and in all 
types, namely the minor rock edicts (c. 258 BCE), major rock edicts (c. 257 BCE), 
and pillar inscriptions (c. 243 BCE). According to W.B. Henning’s (1949: 84) 
interpretation of Aśoka’s Aramaic inscription in Lampaka, the term dev‡nampriya 
gets transcribed into Aramaic as [dy]wnprys [= dev‡napriyasa]. But Karttunen 
(1997: 269) says that elsewhere it gets translated into Aramaic as m‡r‡n.1 We find 
no trace of it in Aśoka’s Greek inscriptions, while they do transcribe into Greek his 
personal name piyadasi as Πιοδασσης, without translating it (Karttunen 1997: 
264, 269). It would thus seem that dev‡n‡¸priya, unlike priyadarś„/piyadasi, was 
an honorific term, rather than part of Aśoka’s personal name. The question of 
 

1 A number of colleagues inform me that the Aramaic word maran is made up of mar 
“Lord” and the suffix -an “our,” and basically means something like “Our Lord.” This 
expression is used with reference to God, Jesus, kings, and high officials, and can have either 
theological or non-theological meaning, depending on the context. This seems to be similar to 
the range of the use of the word deva in Sanskrit. 
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whether the expression dev‡na¸piya was exclusively associated with Aśoka must 
be answered in the negative.2 Among the five variant versions of Rock Edict VIII 
(Cunningham 1877, p. 76) referring to journeys undertaken by previous kings, only 
the Khalsi version uses dev‡na¸piy‡ to refer to these previous kings, while other 
versions use ne raya (Shahbazgarhi), r‡jano (Girnar), l‡j‡no (Dhauli), and l‡j‡ 
(Jaugada).3 We must thus agree with D. R. Bhandarkar (1969: 6) that 
“Dev‡n‡¸priya was an auspicious mode of address used with reference to kings. 
And, as a matter of fact, the D„pava¸sa (XI.14, 19, 20, 25 etc.) applies the 
appellation Dev‡n‡¸priya to Tissa, the ruler of Ceylon and contemporary of Aśoka, 
and often employs it alone to denote that king.” Bhandarkar further points out that 
the term dev‡n‡¸priya is used in the N‡g‡rjun„ Hill Cave inscriptions to designate a 
king called Daśaratha, who has been identified to be the grandson of Aśoka. Thus, 
quite clearly the term is used for several generations within this dynasty to refer to 
kings. I will later come back to the use of this term in Sri Lankan records. 

We also need to look at the use of the terms deva and dev„ in Mauryan 
inscriptions to get some further understanding of dev‡na¸piya.4 Of these two terms, 
the term dev„ clearly seems to be used in the sense of a queen, see devina¸, deviye, 
dev„ye, for queens, and devikum‡l‡na¸ referring to princes, sons of the queens, 
Murti and Aiyangar 1951: 118, 132; also see Woolner 1924, pt. II, p. 96. The term 
deva on the other hand has been variously interpreted especially in the context of the 

 
2 A clearly related term dev‡ıuppiya occurs in Jain texts like BhagavatisÂtra (15.7), 

Viv‡gasuya (1.11, 1.22), Ovav‡iyasutta (18), and R‡yapaseıiyasutta (1.7). These are just a 
few sample references. The term occurs widely. BollÇe (2002: 34) translates the term merely 
with “folks,” and offers a philological history on p. 261. G. T. Deshpande (1969: 204, fn. 1) 
informs: “The term dev‡ıuppiya is equated by Hoernle and Pischel with Deva+anupriya; but 
most of the scholars take it as a variant of Dev‡n‡¸priya. Prof. K. V. Vaidya equates it so. 
This use has been noted by E. Hultzsch in his introduction to the Inscriptions of Aśoka, Vol. 
I, pp. xxix−xxx. It is noted by Barua and Sen also.” We should also note that the late Jain 
tradition does not seem to see any connection between the Sanskrit term dev‡n‡¸priya and 
the old Prakrit term dev‡ıuppiya. Hemacandra (11th century CE) in his Abhidh‡nacint‡maıi 
(stanzas 352−3) says that the term dev‡n‡¸priya refers to a fool. The terms dev‡n‡¸priya 
and dev‡ıuppiya remind me of the Mar‡Òh„ honorific term r‡jam‡nya lit. “honored by the 
king.” But in its actual use, it was used only as an honorific. Similar was the Mar‡Òh„ use of 
r‡jaśr„. Letters in the generation of my grandfather would often begin with the abbreviation 
“r‡. r‡.,” a shortened form for r‡jam‡nya r‡jaśr„. However, the term lokam‡nya as a title of 
Lokam‡nya Tilak was deliberately coined to contrast those recognized by the kings (of old, 
including the British rulers) and those new leaders now recognized by the people at large 
(loka). So even the conventional terms do not often lose their basic etymological meaning. 

3 Hettiarachchy (1972: 47) further adds: “Dev‡na¸piya in the Second Separate Edict at 
Dhauli corresponds to the l‡j‡ of the Jaugada text.” 

4 It may be noted that while a number of scholars have suggested that the Achaemenid 
inscriptions may have provided a template for Aśokan inscriptions, Aśoka’s references to 
devas are far too few and generic to stand comparison with the Old Persian inscriptions like 
the Behistan inscription of Darius: “Saith Darius the King: By the favor of Ahuramazda I am 
King; Ahuramazda bestowed the kingdom upon me. . . .These are the countries which came 
unto me; by the favor of Ahuramazda. . . . By the favor of Ahuramazda, they were my 
subjects. . . .By the favor of Ahuramazda these countries showed respect toward my law. . . . 
Ahuramazda bore me aid until I got possession of this kingdom; by the favor of Ahuramazda 
I hold this kingdom.” (Kent 1950: 119)  
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Yerragudi rock edict (imin‡ ca k‡lena amis‡ munis‡ devehi te d‡ni misibhut‡, Murti 
and Aiyangar 1951: 72) and the Maski Edict (pure jambu[dipa]si ye amis‡ dev‡ 
husu te d‡ni misibhut‡, Murti and Aiyangar 1951: 86). The statement contained in 
these edicts, namely that previously the devas were not mixed with men, and now 
they are mixed with men, has been variously interpreted in modern scholarship.5 
Assuming that the term deva refers to gods, there is still a question of where exactly 
do the men and gods mingle. Do the gods appear on earth, as they do in numberless 
Buddhist stories, to meet holy enlightened men like the Buddha? Or do men, on 
account of their dharmic behavior go to heaven and there mingle with gods?6 The 
Vedic expression miśr‡ devebhi˛ is an exact parallel to the Aśokan inscription, and 
the Vedic expression clearly refers to gods, rather than to kings. But the word deva 
begins to appear in the meaning of ‘king’ only in non-Vedic and post-Vedic Sanskrit 
literature. On the other hand, Sylvain LÇvi (1911: 124) suggests that the word dev‡ 
in amis‡ dev‡ husu refers to kings. Considering the widespread use of deva for king 
and dev„ for queen in the Sanskrit and Prakrit/Pali literature, and the conclusive use 
of dev„ for queen in Aśokan inscriptions themselves, Levi’s interpretation is not to 
be easily cast aside. What Aśoka may be saying is that previously the kings used to 
stay away from the people, while now under his rule they mingle with the subjects. 
This is a possibility. Coming back to our main concern with the expression dev‡n‡¸ 
priya as seen in Aśoka’s usage, the term may then either mean “beloved of the 
gods” or possibly “beloved of the kings.”7 The second alternative that I have 
proposed finds support in Vedic passages where one is praying to become dear to 
gods, kings, and equals: 

 
5 On these passages, see: LÇvi (1911), Filliozat (1949), Meile (1949), Schlingloff 

(1985), and Schmithausen (1992). Norman (2001: 65), after reviewing previous research, 
comments: “This statement has been variously interpreted, e.g., as processions with effigies 
of gods, or as public appearances of the king, or as gods actually visiting men on earth. I take 
it to mean that Aśoka had succeeded in bringing men to heaven, where of course they would 
be reborn as gods, i.e., mixed with other gods. In this interpretation of the phrase ‘mixed, i.e., 
associated, with the gods’ I agree with Schmithausen, who shows clearly that the expression 
misa¸dev‡ or mis‡ devehi refers to the attainment of heaven after death.” 

6 This second interpretation has clear antecedents in the Vedic literature. Compare: 
kramadhvam agnin‡ n‡kam ukhy‡n haste˘u bibhrata˛ / divaspÁ˘Òha¸ svar gatv‡ miśr‡ 
devebhir ‡dhvam, Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda, 4.14.2, rendered by Whitney as: “Stride ye with 
the fire to the firmament, bearing in your hands vessel-[fires]; having gone to the back of the 
sky, to the heaven, sit ye mingled with the gods.” Whitney, Atharvaveda Sa¸hit‡, Vol. I, p. 
170. Whitney also cites parallels from the V‡jasaneyi Sa¸hit‡ (xvii.65), Taittir„ya Sa¸hit‡ 
(iv.6.5), and Maitr‡yaı„ Sa¸hit‡ (ii.10.6). 

7 There is a further question of what the word priya means in dev‡n‡¸priya. Hara 
(1969: 14), using the analysis of Scheller (1958), proposes: “the word means primarily ‘one’s 
own’ and not ‘dear to’ or ‘beloved of’ as it does in the later Sanskrit literature.” Hara takes 
the term to mean “son of gods” and connects this to the Hindu notion that a king is an 
incarnation of gods. While Hara’s interpretation may find further support in Kushan kings 
using the epithet devaputra to refer to themselves on their coins (see: B. Chattopadhyaya 
1967: 32), in my view the meaning “dear, pleasing” for the word priya is already present in 
Vedic passages, and one cannot argue that priya in dev‡n‡¸priya means something different 
from the immediately next word, i.e., priyadarś„ in Aśokan inscriptions. In Pali, the word 
piya is often followed by its synonym man‡pa, “pleasing.” 
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priyam m‡ kuru deve˘u, “Make me dear among the gods.” Ëgveda Khila 
10.128.11a, Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda 19.62.1a, Paippal‡da Atharvaveda 
2.32.5a, Hiraıyakeśi GÁhyasÂtra 1.10.6a. 

priyam m‡ kuru r‡jasu, “Make me dear among the kings.” Hiraıyakeśi 
GÁhyasÂtra 1.10.6d. 

priya˛ sam‡n‡n‡m bhÂy‡sam, “May I become dear to my equals.” 
Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda 17.1.5f. 

Aśoka does not use the term samr‡Ò to put himself above other kings, but just uses 
the term r‡j‡/l‡j‡ to refer to himself. If the word deva also refers to a king, then a 
possible understanding of dev‡n‡¸priya is that Aśoka would ideally like to rule his 
empire by endearing himself to the kings he may have subdued as well as his 
neighboring kings. However, this probably did not preclude Aśoka’s contemporaries 
from reading a theological meaning into this term and reacting to it in their own 
ways. 

Vedic  Usag e o f pri ya with  deva  

In order to get a better sense of what Aśoka may have meant by the term dev‡n‡¸ 
priya, and, moreover, how it may have been read by others, both his contemporaries 
and later generations, we can take a look at the related usages in the Vedic literature. 
A [convenient electronic] search through Bloomfield’s Vedic Concordance shows 
that the Vedic literature is replete with usage of the word priya with generic gods, as 
well as with specific Vedic gods, and others. I am documenting some of this data 
below: 

[A] Usages of priya with specific gods and others 
priyam indr‡bhirak˘asi, “O Indra, you protect the one dear to you.” 
Ëgveda 10.86.4b, Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda 20.126.4b. 

priya¸ m‡ kuru r‡jasu, “Make me dear among the gods.” Hiraıyakeśi 
GÁhyasÂtra 1.10.6d. 

priya˛ sam‡n‡n‡¸ bhÂy‡sam, “May I become dear to my equals.” 
Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda 17.1.5f. 

priy‡˛ devasya savitu˛ sy‡ma, “May we become dear to god SavitÁ.” 
Ëgveda 2.38.10d, Maitr‡yaı„ Sa¸hit‡ 4.14.6d, Taittir„ya Br‡hmaıa 
2.8.6.3d.�

[B]8 Usages of priya with generic deva, where priya precedes deva 
priya¸ dev‡n‡m apy etu p‡tha˛, “Let it go upon the dear path of the 
gods.” Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda 2.34.2d, Paippal‡da Atharvaveda 

 
8 G. T. Deshpande (1971: 212−213) cites priyo dev‡n‡¸ . . . bhÂy‡sam, and provides 

Yajurveda XVI.1,2 and Yajurveda XXXVI.18 as textual references. 
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3.32.3d, K‡Òhaka Sa¸hit‡ 30.8, Taittir„ya Br‡hmaıa 3.1.1.4d. 

priya¸ devebhyo m‡ kuru, “Make me dear to the gods.” Paippal‡da 
Atharvaveda 5.14.7b. 

priya¸ m‡ kuru deve˘u, “Make me dear among the gods.” Ëgveda 
Khila 10.128.11a, Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda 19.62.1a, Paippal‡da 
Atharvaveda 2.32.5a, Hiraıyakeśi GÁhyasÂtra 1.10.6a. 

priyo dev‡n‡¸, “dear to the gods.” Ëgveda 10.16.8b, Śaunak„ya 
Atharvaveda 18.3.53b, Taittir„ya ‚raıyaka 6.1.4b. 

priyo dev‡n‡m, “dear to the gods.” V‡jasaneyi Sa¸hit‡ 26.2, Ëgveda 
10.56.1d, Śaunak„ya Atharvaveda 18.3.7d, S‡maveda 1.65d, K‡Òhaka 
Sa¸hit‡ 35.17d, Taittir„ya ‚raıyaka 6.3.1d, M‡nava ŚrautasÂtra 
3.4.1d. 

aditi˛ . . . priy‡ dev‡n‡m, “Aditi, dear to the gods.” K‡Òhaka Sa¸hit‡ 
1.11. 

[C] Usages of priya after deva with intervening words 
tva¸ dev‡n‡¸ bhava priya˛, “May you become dear to the gods.” 
Paippal‡da Atharvaveda 10.2.7c. 

[D] The word dev‡n‡m directly followed by priya 
tva¸ viśve˘‡¸ dev‡n‡¸ priyam p‡tho ‘p„hi, “path dear to the gods.” 
V‡jasaneyi Sa¸hit‡ 8.50, V‡jasaneyi Sa¸hit‡-K‡ıva 8.22.4, Śatapatha 
Br‡hmaıa 11.5.9.12, Taittir„ya Sa¸hit‡ 3.3.3.3, Maitr‡yaı„ Sa¸hit‡ 
1.3.36, K‡Òhaka Sa¸hit‡ 30.6 

dev‡n‡¸ priyeıa n‡mn‡, “name dear to the gods.” Maitr‡yaı„ Sa¸hit‡ 
1.1.12: 7.17; 4.1.13: 18.8. 

dev‡n‡¸ priyeıa dh‡mn‡, “by the abode dear to the gods.” K‡Òhaka 
Sa¸hit‡ 1.11. 

From the above sample citations, it is clear that the terms dev‡n‡¸ and priya do not 
occur as a compound form in the Vedic usage. In preponderant usages, the word 
priya occurs before deva, and in a large number of cases where deva occurs before 
priya, other words intervene. Even in an example like devµn‡¸ priy†m [V‡jasaneyi 
Sa¸hit‡ 8.50] where each word retains an ud‡tta syllable, the accents indicate that 
there is no compounding. Thus, the Vedic usage gives us no indication of an 
honorific usage of the term, and yet it gives us some indication how the Aśokan 
expression could have been read by the followers of the Vedic tradition and how 
they may have perhaps felt some shock that a king who became a Buddhist was, 
dishonestly in their perception, calling himself dev‡n‡¸ priya˛. The Bhagavadg„t‡ 
(12.14−20) essentially continues the Vedic usage of “priya of god(s),” though 
indicating the new direction of bhakti through frequent use of expressions like sa me 
priya˛. In its own way, the Bhagavadg„t‡ seems to fulfill the request seen in the 
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Vedic texts: priyo dev‡n‡¸. . . bhÂy‡sam, “May I become dear to the gods?” If the 
bhakti portions of the Bhagavadg„t‡ are post-Aśokan, as is assumed by many 
scholars, one may see the assertions in the Bhagavadg„t‡ as a post-Aśokan revival 
of the days of devotees/sacrificers returning to the state of being dev‡n‡¸ priya in a 
neo-Vedic sense, a neo-Vedic reaction to the use of this expression by the Mauryas. 
A similar approach is indicated by the Bodh‡yana GÁhyaśe˘a SÂtra (1.25.15): yo 
devasya priyo vidv‡n devasya padam ‡pnuy‡t, “the wise one, dear to God, will go 
to the abode of God” [cited by Palsule 1969: 138], see madbhakta˛ . . . ya˛ sa m‡m 
eti, Bhagavadg„t‡ 11.55. 

The reactions of the Brahmanical tradition to the claims of the Mauryas are 
recorded in the various Pur‡ıas9: 

tata˛ kalau sampravÁtte sammoh‡ya suradvi˘‡m / buddho n‡m‡§jana-
suta˛ k„kaÒe˘u bhavi˘yati // Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa, Canto 1, Chapter 3, 
verse 24.  

Then, after the Kali age begins, there will be the Buddha [incarnation of 
Vi˘ıu], son of A§jana, in the region of K„kaÒa, in order to delude the 
haters of the gods, the demons. 

devadvi˘‡¸ nigamavartmani ni˘Òhit‡n‡m / pÂrbhir mayena vihit‡bhir 
adÁśyatÂrbhi˛ / lok‡n ghnat‡¸ mati-vimoham ati-pralobham / veśa¸ 
vidh‡ya bahu bh‡˘yata aupadharmyam // Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa, Canto 2, 
Chapter 7, verse 37.  

The Lord [Vi˘ıu having assumed the form of the Buddha], wearing an 
appearance that was very attractive and capable of deluding the minds 
[of onlookers], spoke a great deal of pseudo-dharma [to delude] those 
demons, haters of gods, who were steadfast on the Vedic path and [yet] 
were destroying the worlds with the flying fortresses, designed by 
Maya, which were invisible and fast-moving.10 

v‡dair vimohayati yaj§akÁto ‘tadarh‡n / śÂdr‡n kalau k˘itibhujo 
nyahani˘yad ante // Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa, Canto 11, Chapter 4, verse 22. 

With his doctrines, [the Buddha-incarnation of Vi˘ıu] deluded the 
ŚÂdra kings during the Kali age, who were conducting Vedic sacrifices, 
though actually being ineligible to do so, and finally he destroyed them. �

 
9 Among these Pur‡ıas, some like the Vi˘ıu Pur‡ıa are old, while others like the 

Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa, Skanda Pur‡ıa, and Agni Pur‡ıa are relatively late. However, in many 
cases the later Pur‡ıas seem to copy the wording of older Pur‡ıas, indicating a degree of 
continuity of narratives. 

10 To a modern Hindu reader, this characterization of the Buddha is so shocking that 
there is an urge to somehow interpret this verse to save the Buddha as we know him. A. C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, commenting on this verse of the Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa 
(Second Canto, Part II, p. 396, Bhaktivedanta Book Trust, New York, 1972), says: “This 
incarnation of Lord Buddha is not exactly the same Buddha incarnation as we have in the 
present history of mankind. According to Śr„la J„va Gosv‡m„, the Buddha incarnation 
mentioned in this verse appeared in a different Kali age.” 
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Skanda Pur‡ıa, K‡ś„khaıÛa (4), Chapter 58, pp. 403−407. 

vak˘ye buddh‡vat‡ra¸ ca paÒhata˛ śÁıvato ‘rthadam / pur‡ dev‡sure 
yuddhe daityair dev‡˛ par‡jit‡˛ // rak˘a rak˘eti śaraıam vadanto 
jagmur „śvaram / m‡y‡mohasvarÂpo ‘sau śuddhodanasuto ‘bhavat // 
mohay‡m‡sa daity‡¸s t‡¸s ty‡jit‡ vedadharmakam / te ca bauddh‡ 
babhÂvur hi . . . // Agni Pur‡ıa, 16.1−3. 

I will narrate the Buddha-incarnation [of Vi˘ıu] that grants the wishes 
of those who recite it and those who listen to it. In ancient times, in the 
battles between gods and demons, the gods were defeated by the 
demons. Saying ‘save me, save me,’ they took refuge in the Lord 
[Vi˘ıu]. Assuming a form of illusion and delusion, he became the son of 
Śuddhodana, and deluded the demons, and he made them abandon the 
Vedic dharma. Thus they became the followers of the Buddha. 

With such passages, we see the Pur‡ıas staking a claim that Vi˘ıu appeared in the 
form of Buddha and Mah‡v„ra to delude the Asuras into believing in the anti-Vedic 
doctrines of Buddhism and Jainism, and once the Asuras were so deluded, the gods 
were able to destroy them without any feeling of guilt.11 The followers of Buddhism 
and Jainism, especially the kings, are referred to not just as Asuras,12 they are called 
suradvi˘ and devadvi˘ “haters of gods,” quite a contrast from the Mauryan self-
description as dev‡n‡¸ priya, and especially the expression śÂdr‡n k˘itibhuja˛ is a 
clear reference to kings like Mah‡padma Nanda13 and the Mauryas, who were 
described by the Pur‡ıas as ŚÂdras who usurped the rule of the earth: tata˛ prabhÁti 
śÂdr‡ bhÂp‡l‡˛ bhavi˘yanti, Vi˘ıu Pur‡ıa, 4.24.21, and tato nÁp‡ bhavi˘yanti 
śÂdrapr‡y‡s tv adh‡rmik‡˛, Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa, Canto 12, Chapter 1, verse 9.  

 
11 For an insightful study of such Pur‡ıic narratives, see P. S. Jaini (1977). 
12 A. J. Karandikar (1962: 7), a Hindu nationalist historian, finds a “hidden” reference in 

the Mah‡bh‡rata to Aśoka as an incarnation of a great Asura named Aśva: yas tv aśva iti 
vikhy‡ta˛ śr„m‡n ‡s„n mah‡sura˛ / aśoka iti r‡j‡bhÂn mah‡v„ryo ‘par‡jita˛ //. This verse is 
found in the Critical Edition of the Mah‡bh‡rata (1.61.14). The text of the Mah‡bh‡rata 
gives no clue that this is a reference to our Aśoka, and yet Karandikar’s attempt reveals how 
the Brahmanical mind can read such texts. Karandikar (1962: 16) says that from the point of 
view of the Hindus, the kingdom of Aśoka was not a R‡mar‡jya, but a R‡vaıar‡jya. 
Karandikar (1962: 44) further relies upon the late Sanskrit grammarians who interpret 
dev‡n‡¸priya to refer to an animal that is offered in sacrifice to gods, and says that by using 
this title for himself, Aśoka wanted to stop the animal sacrifices. From the Hindu nationalist 
point of view, Aśoka’s ahi¸s‡ weakened the “nation,” as did Gandhi’s. 

13 mah‡nandisuto r‡jan śÂdr„garbhodbhavo bal„ / mah‡padmapati˛ kaścin nanda˛ 
k˘atravin‡śakÁt // sa ekacchatr‡¸ pÁthiv„m anullaÔghitaś‡sana˛ / ś‡si˘yati mah‡padmo 
dvit„ya iva bh‡rgava˛ // Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa, Canto 12, Chapter 1, verses 8, 10. Also: 
mah‡nandinas tata˛ śÂdr‡garbhodbhavo ‘tilubdho ‘tibalo mah‡padman‡m‡ nanda˛ 
paraśur‡ma iv‡paro ‘khilak˘atr‡ntak‡r„ bhavi˘yati / Vi˘ıu Pur‡ıa, 4.24.20−21. 
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Sansk ri t  Grammarians  and  dev‡n‡¸priya  

The history of the expression dev‡n‡¸priya in the Sanskrit grammatical 
tradition is most interesting, and convoluted at the same time. For a detailed and yet 
convoluted explanation, let me quote from Radha Kumud Mookerji (1962: 108, fn. 
3): 

The form dev‡n‡¸-priya instead of deva-priya would be an epithet of 
contempt under a rule of P‡ıini [vi.3.21], but is mentioned among the 
exceptions of the rule by K‡ty‡yana (about 350 B.C. according to Sir R. 
G. Bhandarkar), supported by Pata§jali (150 B.C.) and even the K‡śik‡ 
(A.D. 650). The exception is not, however, allowed by the later 
grammarian, BhaÒÒojid„k˘ita, who insists on taking dev‡n‡¸priya as a 
contempt term implying a fool (mÂrkha) devoid of the knowledge of 
Brahma, and hence addicted only to sacrifices and offerings by which 
they please gods, as cows please men by offering milk (vide 
Tattvabodhin„ and B‡lamanoram‡). Thus a title which was compli-
mentary during the Nandas, Mauryas, and ŚuÔgas, suffers a 
deterioration in sense under later Brahmanical prejudice against the 
most distinguished Buddhist monarch.14 

There is no indication in P‡ıini’s grammar that he himself was particularly 
concerned with this expression. But K‡ty‡yana and Pata§jali have paid attention to 
this expression. One of the first features that begins to appear is the recognition in 
K‡ty‡yana’s V‡rttika (dev‡n‡¸priya iti ca) on P‡ıini 6.3.21 (˘a˘Òhy‡ ‡krośe) that 
dev‡n‡¸priya is a compound expression (sam‡sa). The exceptional feature of this 
compound is that the case-ending after the first member of this compound has not 
been deleted. P‡ıini’s rule 6.3.21 says that if the compound expression denotes a 
sense of ‡krośa “accusation,” then the genitive case-ending after the first member 
of such a compound is not deleted (aluk). The other well-known compound of this 
type is d‡sy‡˛putra, which is an expression of cursing, rather than literally stating 
that someone happens to be the son of a maid. The normal compound d‡s„putra can 
serve that plain indicative function. What K‡ty‡yana seems to recognize is that such 
a non-deletion of the genitive case-ending takes place in some cases even when 
there is no sense of accusation. The example dev‡n‡¸priya is one such example. 
K‡ty‡yana suggests that a separate provision for this expression needs to be made. 
Had the expression any accusatory meaning, one could derive it by the rule of 
P‡ıini as it stands, and it would not need a special provision. This point is gradually 
lost in the later versions of this V‡rttika as seen in the works of BhaÒÒoji D„k˘ita. On 
the same rule, K‡ty‡yana also makes a provision for Vedic names like Divod‡sa, 
that clearly do not have any accusatory meaning. The treatment of dev‡n‡¸priya by 
K‡ty‡yana makes it clear that the order of words dev‡n‡¸ and priya has now 
become invariant, and perhaps, like most other compounds, the two words have now 
 

14 The last assertion of Mookerji that the sense of the term changed under later 
Brahmanical prejudice against the most distinguished Buddhist monarch is shared by 
Chaturvedi (1935). As I have discussed, there is no evidence to support this view. 
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developed one single ud‡tta accent. These would be the external signs of 
compounding. While the Aśokan edicts exhibit the invariant order of dev‡n‡¸ and 
priya, we do not have an attested example in an accented post-Vedic text to verify if 
the expression developed a single ud‡tta accent. There is no sign of such a 
development in the available Vedic accented texts, and it is most likely a post-Vedic 
development, perhaps contemporary with the Aśokan Prakrits. The one thing that is 
clear from K‡ty‡yana’s V‡rttika is that the word dev‡n‡¸priya did not have any 
accusatory meaning in his opinion, because otherwise it would have been covered 
by P‡ıini’s rule 6.3.21 (˘a˘Òhy‡ ‡krośe).  

On the other hand, we see Pata§jali adding significant information regarding 
the use of this expression as an honorific term. Commenting on P‡ıini 5.3.14 
(itar‡bhyo ‘pi dÁśyante), Pata§jali says that the rule should be restricted to a specific 
group of words beginning with bhavat (bhavad‡di). This group of words is fully 
specified by Pata§jali: bhav‡n, d„rgh‡yu˛, dev‡n‡¸priya˛, and ‡yu˘m‡n, 
Mah‡bh‡˘ya (Kielhorn edition, Vol. II, p. 405). From Pata§jali’s discussion of these 
words and the usages cited by him, it is clear that the term dev‡n‡¸priya is just a 
plain honorific term, similar to the other words listed by him. 

Beyond these two occurrences of dev‡n‡¸priya, there is a third occurrence of 
the term in the Mah‡bh‡˘ya on P‡ıini 2.4.56 (ajer vy agha§apo˛), a rule that 
teaches substitution of the root aj with vi under certain conditions. Here we have an 
imagined conversation between a chariot-driver (sÂta) and a grammarian (vaiy‡-
karaıa): 

eva¸ hi kaścid vaiy‡karaıa ‡ha / ko ‘sya rathasya praveteti / sÂta ‡ha / 
‡yu˘mann aha¸ pr‡jiteti / vaiy‡karaıa ‡ha apaśabda iti / sÂta ‡ha 
pr‡ptij§o dev‡n‡¸priyo na tv i˘Òij§a i˘yata etad rÂpam iti / 
Mah‡bh‡˘ya (Kielhorn edn., Vol. I, p. 488) 

Thus a certain grammarian said: “Who is the driver (pravet‡) of this 
chariot?” The driver said: “Sir, I am the driver (pr‡jit‡).” The 
grammarian said: “[The word pr‡jit‡ for a driver] is incorrect.” The 
driver said: “You, beloved of the gods (dev‡n‡¸priya), know only what 
obtains from the rules of grammar,15 but not what is actually desired in 
the usage. This usage (= pr‡jit‡, instead of pravet‡ of the grammarian) 
is the desired form. 

The grammarian clearly takes offense at this rebuke by the driver (‡ho khalv anena 
durutena b‡dhy‡mahe) and uses the word dur-uta to mean “a bad driver” to refer to 
 

15 Pata§jali elsewhere seems to suggest that there are normative speakers of good 
Sanskrit, the śi˘Òas, who do not learn Sanskrit by using the A˘Ò‡dhy‡y„ of P‡ıini, and yet 
fluently speak good Sanskrit. To explain this miraculous event, Pata§jali says that it must be 
their innate nature (svabh‡va) or the grace of some divinity (daiv‡nugraha), that these people 
can speak good Sanskrit without any effort, Mah‡bh‡˘ya (Kielhorn edn.) on P‡ıini 6.3.109, 
Vol. III, p. 174. The implication here is those who are graced by a divinity do not need to 
make deliberate effort. This may also account for the sarcastic use of dev‡n‡¸priya in the 
above passage. The grammarian may think he is graced by a divinity and need not make any 
deliberate effort to go beyond the rules of grammar to take note of actual usage in the world. 
That makes him appear foolish. 
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the driver. But then the driver points out that the word dur-uta is incorrect, and that 
if the grammarian correctly wishes to curse, he should use the word du˛-sÂta (sÂta 
‡ha / na khalu ve§a˛ sÂta˛, suvater eva sÂto, yadi kuts‡ prayoktavy‡ du˛sÂteneti 
vaktavyam, Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Kielhorn edn., Vol. I, p. 488). It is quite clear that 
Pata§jali is poking fun at the obstinate grammarian who is not willing to adjust his 
grammar to the changing usage. The use of dev‡n‡¸priya in this passage is clearly 
sarcastic, and this is similar to Pata§jali’s sarcastic use of the expression 
tatrabhav‡n, which is normally used as an honorific: 

ki¸ ca bho˛ ślok‡ api pram‡ıam / ki¸ c‡ta˛ / yadi pram‡ıam ayam 
api śloka˛ pram‡ıa¸ bhavitum arhati / yad udumbaravarı‡n‡¸ 
ghaÒ„n‡¸ maıÛala¸ mahat / p„ta¸ na gamayet svarga¸ ki¸ tat 
kratugata¸ nayet // iti / pramattag„ta e˘a tatrabhavato, yas tv apra-
mattag„tas tat pram‡ıam / Mah‡bh‡˘ya (Kielhorn edn., Vol. I, p. 3). 

O Sir, are even [cited] verses to be treated as authoritative?  
What is the problem? 
If [all cited verses] are authoritative, then even this verse should be 
authoritative: 

If drinking a whole chain of a hundred [wine] pots, with the color of 
figs, does not lead one to heaven, how could it do so when drunk 
during a sacrifice? 

This verse was recited by his honor (tatrabhavata˛) when he was under 
delusion. A verse recited when one is not under delusion can be 
authoritative. 

In this passage, it is clear that Pata§jali is using the word tatrabhav‡n sarcastically, 
while elsewhere he uses it as a normal honorific (see use of tatrabhavat in reference 
to the sages Yarv‡ıastarv‡ıa˛, Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Kielhorn edn., Vol. I, p. 11). Thus the 
sarcastic use of a word need not change the basic meaning of a word, since any 
normal expression can be used sarcastically.16 There is one interesting indication 
built in this passage that could be of some significance. What sort of behavior 
prompted Pata§jali to speak sarcastically using a normal honorific expression? It 
looks like the verse cited questions the validity of Vedic ritual practices, and this 
seems to invoke Pata§jali’s ire. Any “honorable” person who speaks in such a 
manner about Vedic sacrifices must indeed be pramatta “deluded, intoxicated.” The 
verse could have come from a Lok‡yata, Buddhist, or Jaina author poking fun at the 
Vedic sacrifices, and Pata§jali’s response to such insinuations is that these speakers 
are in delusion, and this prompts his sarcastic use of tatrabhavat. As I have 
discussed elsewhere, K‡ty‡yana and Pata§jali are firm defenders of the Vedic 
tradition and for them Sanskrit grammar is first and foremost a tool to preserve the 
Vedas (rak˘‡rtha¸ ved‡n‡m adhyeya¸ vy‡karaıam, Mahabh‡˘ya, Kielhorn edn., 
Vol. I, p. 1). If the honorific tatrabhavat can be used sarcastically to refer to those 
heterodox disputants who denigrate the Vedas, one can easily imagine how 
Brahmans with the mindset of Pata§jali may have looked at the use of the term 
 

16 Hara (1969) has examined sarcastic use of other expressions in Sanskrit. 
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dev‡n‡¸priya in the inscriptions of Aśoka who became a Buddhist and used the 
royal treasury to construct eighty-four thousand17 Buddhist stÂpas. The proclama-
tions of ahi¸s‡ in his inscriptions may have put limitations on the performance of 
Brahmanical sacrifices involving immolation of animals. We should note that while 
Aśokan edicts do not expressly show anti-Brahman discourse, it is clear that while 
there are Mauryan donative inscriptions in favor of Buddhists and ‚j„vikas, there is 
not a single donative inscription that I know that is in favor of the Brahmans.  

This is where I would like to mention the four other celebrated references in 
Pata§jali’s Mah‡bh‡˘ya: 

[A] mauryair hiraıy‡rthibhir arc‡˛ prakalpit‡˛ / bhavet t‡su na sy‡t / 
y‡˛ samprati pÂj‡rth‡s t‡su bhavi˘yati / Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Kielhorn edn., 
Vol. II, p. 429. 

[B] iha pu˘yamitra¸ y‡jay‡ma˛ / Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Kielhorn edn., Vol. II, 
p. 123.18 

[C] candraguptasabh‡ / pu˘yamitrasabh‡ / Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Kielhorn edn., 
Vol. I, p. 177 

[D] ye˘‡¸ ca virodha˛ [ś‡śvatika˛ P.2.4.9] ity asya avak‡śa˛ / 
śramaıa-br‡hmaıam / Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Kielhorn edn., Vol. I, p. 476. 

These passages have been extensively discussed and debated in available research, 
see: R. G. Bhandarkar (1933: 148ff). Without getting into the textual and 
philological issues, the cumulative conclusions that can be drawn are as follows. 
Pata§jali’s samprati, “now, these days,” refers to the immediate post-Mauryan 
period. At the very least the passage indicates that in Pata§jali’s eye’s, the 
Mauryas—lusting after gold—did something or other to the images of gods. It is not 
clear what the expression arc‡˛ prakalpit‡˛ exactly means.19 However, the  

17 The number 84,000 for the stÂpas constructed by Aśoka is not a historical number, 
but a trope that is shared by the Buddhist narratives of Aśoka with other Buddhist texts like 
the SaddharmapuıÛar„kasÂtra (p. 239) and the Sam‡dhir‡jasÂtra (p. 218), which describe 
other kings and Bodhisattvas building 84,000 (or larger multiples of this number) stÂpas. 
John Strong, during his presentation at this symposium, brought out these shared similarities. 
The connection of the SaddharmapuıÛar„ka (p. 239) story with Aśoka is even stronger, since 
as Strong pointed out, the Bodhisattva constructing these stÂpas is named Sarvasattva-
priyadarśana, a likely allusion to Aśoka’s common title Priyadarśin in his inscriptions.  

18 For multiple references to Pu˘yamitra (varient reading: Pu˘pamitra) performing 
sacrifices, see: Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Vol. II, p. 34. The Aśok‡vad‡na (133) describes Pu˘yamitra, 
aided by his “non-believer” Brahman minister, planning to destroy Buddhist shrines and 
monasteries: r‡j§‡śokena caturaś„tidharmar‡jik‡sahasra¸ sth‡pitam atas tasya n‡ma cira¸ 
ti˘Òhati / bhav‡¸ś cet t‡ni n‡śayed bhavato n‡ma ciratara¸ sth‡syati /. 

19 The passage is taken by the commentators of the Mah‡bh‡˘ya to mean that the 
Mauryans prepared for sale the images of gods. The word “for sale” (vikretum) is not there in 
the text of Pata§jali, but supplied by the commentators. For a detailed discussion of these 
passages, see R. G. Bhandarkar (1933: 148ff). The historical situation of the state of 
iconography of gods during the Mauryan period is unclear. The Buddha himself is not 
iconographically represented at this time as a human figure. As against whatever disrespect to 
Hindu gods shown by the gold-driven Mauryas reported by Pata§jali, the inscriptions seem to 
depict a rather different picture. Von Glasenapp (1970: 19) remarks: “The importance of 
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subsequent sentence y‡s tv et‡˛ samprati pÂj‡rth‡˛ clearly seems to suggest that in 
the post-Mauryan “today” of Pata§jali, the images of gods were worshipped or 
perhaps worshipped again. There is indeed some suggestion of change in the 
treatment of images of gods from the Mauryan period to that of Pata§jali. The 
passage iha pu˘yamitra¸ y‡jay‡ma˛ minimally seems to tell us that Vedic 
sacrifices were being performed by and for Pu˘yamitra. While there are clear 
inscriptions of the later imperial Guptas performing Vedic sacrifices, one must again 
note that Mauryan inscriptions make no reference to Aśoka or his Mauryan 
successors performing any Vedic sacrifices like Aśvamedha or R‡jasÂya. So 
Pata§jali does seem to indicate some sort of neo-Vedic revival under Pu˘yamitra. 
The passage C is a reference to the courts of Candragupta and Pu˘yamitra. The non-
mention of Aśoka in this passage is perhaps very loud, deliberate and symptomatic 
of Brahmanical reactions to Aśoka. The later Brahmanical tradition has retained 
significant memories of Candragupta and Pu˘yamitra, as seen in Sanskrit dramas 
like the Mudr‡r‡k˘asa and the M‡lavik‡gnimitra, but there is no Brahmanical 
parallel to the Buddhist Avad‡nas dedicated to stories about Aśoka, even negative 
ones depicting him as a K‡l‡śoka or a CaıÛ‡śoka from the Hindu point of view. 
That makes one wonder if this began as a systematic strategy on the part of the 
Pur‡ıa authors.20 

The passage D is also revealing for our understanding of Pata§jali’s attitudes 
as against what one sees in Aśoka’s inscriptions. A. C. Woolner (1924: 140) in his 
Glossary of Aśokan inscriptions lists all the occurrences of the compound 
samaıabambhaıa in Aśoka’s inscriptions. In all the occurrences, the inscriptions 
use this compound in plural, and the context seems to indicate that Aśoka is 
referring to two equally respected groups. The Aśokan usage is parallel to the use of 
the compound samaıabr‡hmaıa in Pali texts like the Suttanip‡ta: 
samaıabr‡hmaı‡se (nom. pl.), 5.7.3−6; samaıabr‡hmaı‡, 3.2.17 and 4.10.12. In 
Pata§jali’s usage, the compound śramaıabr‡hmaıa can only be used as a collective 
dvandva (sam‡h‡radvandva), in neuter singular, referring to two groups that are in 
permanent conflict, like the compound ahinakulam, “snake-n-mongoose.” It seems 
most likely that here we have two parallel streams of linguistic usage, one 
represented by the Aśokan inscriptions and the Pali texts like the Suttanip‡ta on one 
hand, and Pata§jali’s neo-Vedic Brahmans on the other. For Pata§jali, there is a 
permanent conflict between the śramaıas and the br‡hmaıas. 
 
popular belief in gods is confirmed by the edicts of the emperor Ashoka. In the fourth rock-
edict the ‘Lord Beloved of the Gods’ says that he showed his subjects images of gods and 
columns of flame (perhaps images of the fires of hell) together with processions of elephants, 
and that this resulted in a considerable uplift of general morals.” Perhaps the Mah‡bh‡˘ya 
passage is referring to these displays of the images by the Mauryas, but then it is not clear 
how the characterization hiraıy‡rthibhi˛ can be explained. Perhaps they collected the 
offerings made to the images of gods, an aspect not evident from the Aśokan inscriptions. 
Nonetheless it is clear that the stature of Vedic gods is considerably diminished within 
Buddhism: “One of their functions is to proclaim the Buddha’s glory, and always to venerate 
him,” von Glasenapp (1970: 23). This may have been taken as an offence by the Vedic 
worshippers of those gods. 

20 “It is interesting to note that the Pur‡ıa says nothing of the Mauryan achievements, or 
of the westward expansion of the empire.” R. Morton Smith (1973: 362). 
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The next significant landmark in the tradition of Sanskrit grammar as regards 
the expression dev‡n‡¸priya is the comment of KaiyaÒa, a Kashmiri grammarian of 
the early 11th century CE, in his commentary Prad„pa on Pata§jali’s Mah‡bh‡˘ya. 
Of the three places in the Mah‡bh‡˘ya where the term dev‡n‡¸priya occurs, 
KaiyaÒa has absolutely not a word to say where the term is clearly used as a normal 
honorific title. On the passage of the Mah‡bh‡˘ya where Pata§jali uses the term 
sarcastically in the conversation between a chariot-driver and a grammarian, 
KaiyaÒa, without noting that the word is used sarcastically, offers a straightforward 
negative interpretation: 

dev‡n‡¸priya iti / devaśabdo mÂrkhav‡c„ / mÂrkh‡ı‡¸ ca priy‡ 
mÂrkh‡ eva bhavanti / athav‡ sukh‡saktatay‡ ś‡stre ‘nabhiyogo ‘nena 
pratip‡dyate / KaiyaÒa’s Prad„pa, Nirıayas‡gara edn. of the 
Mah‡bh‡˘ya, Vol. II, p. 558, on P‡ıini 2.4.56. 

Dev‡n‡¸priya. Here the word deva refers to fools.21 Those who are 
dear to fools can only be fools. Or perhaps this expression indicates 
non-engagement in ś‡stra [on the part of those beloved of the gods] 
because they are addicted to pleasure. 

It is interesting note that while KaiyaÒa correctly grasps that the expression 
dev‡n‡¸priya in this context has a negative force, he fails to indicate that this 
negative force is there because a positive term is being used sarcastically. His 
explanation seems to make the components of the word itself yield this meaning. 
What may be the reason for KaiyaÒa to propose this negative meaning? One 
possibility is that he may have come across a predominantly sarcastic/negative use 
of this expression, as against its honorific use. Among the clear predecessors and 
contemporaries of KaiyaÒa, Vasubandhu,22 Śabara,23 ŚaÔkara,24 Abhinavagupta,25 
and MammaÒa26 use this term sarcastically, precisely the way it is used in the  

21 This is the most shocking statement. We do not know what basis KaiyaÒa had to 
suggest that the word deva itself refers to a fool. 

22 pr‡ptij§o dev‡n‡¸priyo na tv i˘Òij§a˛, Abhidharmakośabh‡˘ya, p. 56; granthaj§o 
dev‡n‡¸priyo na tv arthaj§a˛, p. 76; both passages are discussed by Hara (1969: 22). 

23 ‡dityam paśya dev‡n‡¸priya /, Ś‡barabh‡˘ya on M„m‡¸s‡sÂtra 1.1.15. Palsule 
(1969: 143) disputes Ganganath Jha’s sarcastic reading of this passage. I believe Jha is 
correct in his reading. But finally Palsule seems to concede: “This is, then the first instance of 
the tendency which is clearly noticeable in later scientific literature viz. that dev‡n‡¸priya- 
was to be used (for tvam) only when some defect of the person addressed was to be pointed 
out. Śabara might have understood the Mah‡bh‡˘ya passage in an ironical tone and so might 
have used the word in imitation,” Palsule (1969: 143). 

24 idam t‡vad dev‡n‡¸priya˛ pra˘Òavya˛, Ś‡Ôkarabh‡˘ya on BrahmasÂtra 1.2.8. 
25 tasm‡d adÁ˘Òagurubhi˛ apariś„litaś‡strasamprad‡yai˛ svavimarśaśÂnyai˛ dev‡n‡¸-

priyai˛ yat ki§cid atrocyate tad upek˘yam / Tantr‡loka (4.172) of Abhinavagupta, cited by 
V.P. Limaye (1974: 145). 

26 te ‘py at‡tparyaj§‡s t‡tparyav‡coyukter dev‡n‡¸priy‡˛, K‡vyaprak‡śa of 
MammaÒa, BORI edn., pp. 225−226. Palsule (1969: 148−149) observes: “We will not be 
much mistaken if we take the expression to have been used here in the sense of ‘ignorant’ 
which approaches the mÂrkha of the commentators. What exactly was responsible for 
MammaÒa’s idea that dev‡n‡¸priya was equivalent to mÂrkha we do not know for certain. A 
speculation in this respect has been attempted below. For the first time being attention may be 
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Mah‡bh‡˘ya conversation between a chariot-driver and a grammarian.27 Though 
there is also evidence in B‡ıa’s usage of this term in his Har˘acarita as an 
honorific,28 it seems clear that there is a preponderance of the negative/sarcastic use 
of this term in the literature that may have been available to KaiyaÒa. 

In Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakośabh‡˘ya there is an exact copy of Pata§jali’s 
sarcastic words directed at the foolish grammarian: pr‡ptij§o dev‡n‡¸priyo na tv 
i˘Òij§a˛.29 Vasubandhu’s usage is remarkable in that it shows that there is a clear 
continuity of the sarcastic usage from Pata§jali (1st century BCE) to Vasubandhu 
(about 4th or 5th century CE) and that Vasubandhu is directly imitating the usage of 
Pata§jali. Palsule (1969: 142) discusses Yaśomitra’s commentary 
Abhidharmakośavy‡khy‡ on this passage of the Abhidharmakośabh‡˘ya: ko ‘yam 
dev‡n‡¸priyo n‡ma / Ájukaj‡t„yo dev‡n‡¸priya ity eke vy‡cak˘ate / aśaÒho hi 
dev‡n‡¸priyo bhavati / mÂrkho dev‡n‡¸priya ity apare / yo h„śvar‡ı‡¸ i˘Òa˛ sa 
na t‡Ûanena śik˘ate iti mÂrkho bhavat„ti /, Vol. II, p. 46. Yaśomitra (8th century 
CE) is to my knowledge the first Sanskrit commentator who explicitly offers both a 
positive and a negative interpretation as alternatives, the negative interpretation 
using the word mÂrkha a few centuries before KaiyaÒa, but KaiyaÒa clearly drops the 
positive interpretation and keeps only the negative interpretation. The question is 
not whether KaiyaÒa or Yaśomitra is right or wrong (as posed in Palsule 1969), but 
that through their comments we have access to changing perceptions of linguistic 
usage. In KaiyaÒa’s mind, the negative interpretation, most likely because of the 
preponderance of the sarcastic usage, was the only viable interpretation. Under such 
circumstances, he perhaps rightly treats the usage not as a sarcastic usage, but as a 
usage literally indicating negativity. The subsequent history within the grammatical 
tradition is well known. As Kielhorn (1908: 505) already notes, R‡macandra in his 
Prakriy‡kaumud„ first adds the word mÂrkhe to the wording of K‡ty‡yana’s 
V‡rttika (dev‡n‡¸priya iti ca), and this revised V‡rttika (dev‡n‡¸ priya iti ca 
mÂrkhe) makes its way further into BhaÒÒoji D„k˘ita’s Siddh‡ntakaumud„ and its 
commentaries like the Tattvabodhin„.30 During this late period of Sanskrit grammar, 
 
drawn to a coincidence: KaiyaÒa who was the first to express this view that dev‡n‡¸priya 
meant a fool is said to have been a brother of MammaÒa.” 

27 For further discussions of these quotations, see: G. T. Deshpande (1969), Hara (1969) 
and G. B. Palsule (1969). Also see Kielhorn (1908: 504−5), where he refers to a number of 
authors (ŚaÔkara, MammaÒa, and Haradatta) who use the expression dev‡n‡¸priya 
sarcastically, but Kielhorn does not note that KaiyaÒa is the first grammarian to directly 
interpret the expression to refer to a fool (mÂrkha). Referring to the Mah‡bh‡˘ya 
conversation between the chariot-driver and the grammarian, Kielhorn (1908: 504) says: “I 
may add that in imitation of this passage of the Mah‡bh‡˘ya the word dev‡n‡¸priya has 
been used in a similar way by later writers. . . and that to that passage is due in the first 
instance the meaning mÂrkha, assigned to dev‡n‡¸priya in more modern times.” 

28 ih‡pi janmani dattam ev‡sm‡ka¸ amun‡ tapa˛kleśena phalam asulabhadarśana¸ 
darśayat‡ dev‡n‡¸ priyam / Har˘acarita, p. 219; saujanyaparatantr‡ ceya¸ dev‡n‡¸ 
priyasy‡tibhadrat‡ k‡rayati kath‡m na tu yuvatijane sahotth‡ taralat‡, ibid, p. 25. 

29 Abhidharmakośabh‡˘ya, p. 56.  
30 For details of these subsequent transmissions, see: Kielhorn (1908), G. T. Deshpande 

(1969) and Palsule (1969). Kielhorn (1908: 505, fn. 2) reads: “It is amusing to see how 
commentators try to account for this meaning of the word dev‡n‡¸priya. The author of the 
Manoram‡ says: mÂrkh‡ hi dev‡n‡¸ pr„ti¸ janayanti devapaśutv‡t; to which is added in my 
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the term dev‡n‡¸priya decisively attains a negative meaning, though one should 
keep in mind, that no one in this tradition at this late period has a clue that this term 
has any association with the ancient emperor Aśoka. 

Th e t erm d ev‡n‡¸priya  and  the  Budd hist  Nar rat ives  on Aśoka 

While the legacy of Aśoka was all but forgotten in non-Buddhist India, the Buddhist 
tradition kept his memory alive. This is seen in the traditional accounts from Sri 
Lanka, as well as in the Sanskrit Avad‡nas which were further translated and 
transmitted to China and Tibet. In most of these Buddhist accounts, there is a 
common thread that shows that the Buddhist narrators divided Aśoka’s reign into 
two periods, one before his conversion to Buddhism and the second that began with 
his conversion to Buddhism. The Aśoka of the pre-conversion period is typically 
described as being a cruel king who was devoted to the heretics, and he is generally 
referred to as K‡l‡śoka or CaıÛ‡śoka. The post-conversion Aśoka is described as 
the ideal Buddhist king, and named Dharm‡śoka.31 The stories coming from both 
the southern and the northern traditions highlight this transformative process, and 
narrate many episodes in Aśoka’s life with a view to giving prominence to 
Buddhism in his life and his contribution to its propagation. Both of these traditions 
have been extensively studied by scholars, and I am interested here only in the light 
these traditions throw on the Aśokan designation dev‡n‡¸priya. 

To begin with, we may note that not a single Buddhist narrative of Aśoka, 
southern or northern, has retained any memory whatsoever that Aśoka used the title 
dev‡n‡¸priya. The northern Buddhist tradition codified in various Avad‡nas 
relating to Aśoka does not use the term dev‡n‡¸priya for anyone, while the Sri 
Lankan tradition uses this epithet for the Sri Lankan king Tissa, who was a 
contemporary of Aśoka, and for some of his successors, but never for Aśoka, whose 
close relationship with Tissa is at the same time emphasized in Sri Lankan sources, 
such as the D„pava¸sa, Mah‡va¸sa, and the Vinaya AÒÒhakath‡ Samantap‡s‡dik‡. 
Robin Coningham (1995: 226) shows that there is inscriptional evidence from early 
Sri Lanka that “the king Mahaculika (r. 77−63 BCE) was a member of the royal 
family which carried the name Devanampiya (friend of the gods).” A number of Sri 
Lankan inscriptions recorded by Paranavitana (1970, Vol. II., pt. I, nos. 1, 9, 23, and 
36) refer to kings of this dynasty using this title for themselves. Especially, the first 
 
MSS. the marginal note mÂrkh‡ h„ti / brahmaj§‡narahit‡ ity artha˛ / te hi paśuvad 
devaniyamy‡s tad ‡ha devapaśutv‡d iti /. And the Tattvabodhin„, in commenting on the 
above passage of the Manoram‡ has: brahmaj§‡narahitatv‡d sa¸s‡ri≥o mÂrkh‡s te tu 
y‡g‡dikarm‡ıy anuti˘Òhanta˛ puroÛ‡ś‡diprad‡nadv‡r‡ dev‡n‡¸ atyantapr„ti¸ janayanti / 
brahmaj§‡ninas tu na tath‡ te˘‡¸ y‡g‡dyanu˘Òh‡n‡bh‡v‡t / ato gav‡disth‡n‡pannatv‡n 
mÂrkh‡ eva devapaśava iti /. N‡goj„bhaÒÒa, on the other hand, following KaiyaÒa, takes the 
gods themselves to be fools, and appropriately adds that fools are fond of fools.” 

31 See caıÛ‡soko ti §‡yittha pure p‡pena kammun‡ / dhamm‡soko ti §‡yittha pacch‡ 
pu§§ena kammun‡ // Mah‡va¸sa (5.189). Also: ‡ryo mauryaśr„˛ sa praj‡n‡¸ hit‡rtha¸ / 
kÁtsne stÂp‡n ya˛ k‡ray‡m‡sa loke // caıÛ‡śokatva¸ pr‡pya pÂrva¸ pÁthivy‡¸ / 
dharm‡śokatva¸ karmaı‡ tena lebhe // P‡¸śuprad‡n‡vad‡na, Aśok‡vad‡na (edn. by S. 
Mukhopadhyaya, p. 55). 
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Tissa is almost universally called Dev‡nampiyatissa in the early chronicles 
D„pava¸sa and Mah‡va¸sa, and in the accounts of the Samantap‡s‡dik‡ that rely 
upon these chronicles. The fact that these Sri Lankan texts use the title dev‡na¸piya 
exclusively with the Tissa of Sri Lanka (contemporary with Aśoka) and the fact that 
only a single inscription of Aśoka (discovered relatively later) names his personal 
name Aśoka while most inscriptions of Aśoka carry the titles dev‡na¸piya and 
piyadasi for the king led Princep, the first scholar to decipher the Aśokan Br‡hm„ 
characters, to initially assume that these inscriptions belonged to the Sri Lankan 
king Dev‡na¸piyatissa. This initial impression was soon cleared by Tourner who 
identified Priyadarśin with Aśoka. “He pointed out that the Sinhalese chronicle, the 
D„pava¸sa, gave Piyadassi or Piyadassana as but another name of Aśoka. . . .This 
identification, it is true, has not since then been called in question, but it was 
definitively demonstrated only nine years ago when the sixth copy of Minor Rock 
Edict I was discovered at Maski. . . . For this inscription mentions the name of 
Aśoka clearly and in the very first line,” D. R. Bhandarkar (1969: 4). While the 
identity of Aśoka as the dev‡na¸piya of the inscriptions was eventually firmly 
established, it creates an interesting situation that while we in modern times can 
make a guess that the Sri Lankan Tissa took the title dev‡na¸piya for himself to 
suggest his special relation with the Indian emperor Aśoka, or that Aśoka conferred 
this title on Tissa, the Sri Lankan sources have no idea that Aśoka himself used this 
title for himself, and hence the Sri Lankan narratives are clearly not trying to 
suggest that Tissa took this title for himself in imitation of Aśoka.32 In fact, the Sri 
Lankan narratives, on the surface, make it appear as if Tissa was always called 
Dev‡n‡¸piyatissa.33 Thus, we have an interesting situation involved here. It would 
 

32 Hettiarachchy (1972: 48): “Opinion is divided as to how this title which was fostered 
by Aśoka came to be applied to the kings of Ceylon. Paranavitana suggests that the Indian 
emperor may have allowed Dev‡na¸piya Tissa to use his title when the latter was 
consecrated by the former. But Nicholas, who seems rather sceptical about the emperor 
Aśoka’s connexion with the consecration of Dev‡na¸piya Tissa, states that Dev‡na¸piya 
Tissa may have imitated the title of Aśoka.” Also: Hettiarachchy (1972: 49): “Although the 
title dev‡na¸piya may have carried some glamour and lustre during the time of 
Dev‡na¸piya Tissa when the prestige of the Maurya empire was at its peak, once it had 
become a family name the title had no implication of power and prestige except [for] those 
that were associated with the Anuradhapura royal house.” We must keep in mind that by the 
time the Sri Lankan chronicles are put together, there is no surviving memory that 
dev‡na¸piya was once also the title of Aśoka. At some time, the term is abandoned in Sri 
Lanka itself. Hettiarachchy (1972: 50) speculates about its disappearance: “Even before the 
Christian era the term dev‡na¸piya (Skt. dev‡n‡¸priya) became a term of abuse in India. 
These ideas may have penetrated to Ceylon which maintained some contact with the 
subcontinent after the introduction of Buddhism, and this may have been one of the reasons 
why the title was discarded by the members of Dev‡na¸piya Tissa’s house, if we take the 
absence of the title after Mah‡d‡Òhaka Mah‡n‡ga as positive evidence.” There is no evidence 
to support Hettiarachchy’s claim that the term dev‡n‡¸-priya had become a term of abuse in 
India before the Christian era. 

33 See dev‡na¸piyatisso ti vissuto dutiyo suto / tesu bh‡tisu sabbesu pu§§apa§§‡dhiko 
ahu // dev‡na¸piyatisso so r‡j‡ ‘si pitu accaye / tass‡bhisekena sama¸ bahÂnacchariy‡na 
hu¸ // Mah‡va¸sa (11.6−7). Also: dev‡na¸piyatisso ca dhamm‡soko ca dve ime / 
adiÒÒhasah‡yassu hi cirappabhuti bhÂpat„ // Mah‡va¸sa (11.19). The Samantap‡s‡dik‡ says: 
tattha asokadhammar‡jassa sattarasame vasse idha muÒas„var‡j‡ k‡lam ak‡si / 
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seem beyond doubt that Tissa of Sri Lanka took the title dev‡na¸piya in imitation 
of the title of Aśoka, and this must mean that historically the Sri Lankans 
contemporary with Aśoka must have known that Aśoka used the title dev‡n‡¸piya 
for himself. But at the same time, from this early period, sometime along the way, 
the knowledge that this was a title of Aśoka has been lost or suppressed in the 
subsequent tradition available to us in D„pava¸sa, Mah‡va¸sa, and Samanta-
p‡s‡dik‡. Considering the fact that the northern tradition of Aśoka legends also does 
not show this awareness, one may make a guess that the Buddhist proto-narratives 
about Aśoka had lost this piece of information before these narratives appeared in 
the specific northern and southern textual forms. The northern tradition codified in 
Sanskrit texts like the Aśok‡vad‡na also has no awareness that Tissa of Sri Lanka 
took this title for himself, though the southern versions of stories were clearly not 
completely unknown in the north, as evidenced by SaÔghabhadra’s chinese 
translation (Shan-Chien-P’i-P’o-Sha) of the Pali Samantap‡s‡dik‡ completed in 
489 CE. The Chinese translation of Samantap‡s‡dik‡ contains all the same 
information about Dev‡na¸piya Tissa of Sri Lanka and his connection with Aśoka 
that is contained in the Pali text, and very much like the Pali text, the Chinese 
version has no information that Aśoka used the title dev‡na¸piya for himself. One 
gets the impression that the Buddhist tradition as we know it across the board shares 
this loss of information about dev‡na¸piya being an epithet of Aśoka. The 
occurrence of this term in the Abhidharmakośa of Vasubandhu, as discussed before, 
is clearly in imitation of Pata§jali’s Mah‡bh‡˘ya, and shows no sign of any 
awareness that a Buddhist king may have used this term as his invariant honorific 
title. 

This analysis, if valid, poses important questions regarding the origins and 
transmission of Aśoka legends within the Buddhist tradition. Under the heading 
“The Forming of the Tradition,” Eggermont (1956: 169) says:  

At the beginning of the tradition there is the historical Asoka figure. 
Asoka was of such an outstanding significance to Buddhism that the 
forming of the legend may have started already during his lifetime. The 
stages of the growth of this legend were traced back by Przyluski in an 
admirable book. It is useful to recall briefly Przyluski’s theory.  

dev‡nampiyatisso rajja¸ p‡puıi / Vol. I, p. 63. The Samantap‡s‡dik‡ (Vol. I, p. 64) narrates 
an interesting story of Dev‡nampiyatissa’s first encounter with the monk Mahinda. Mahinda 
addresses him merely as: tissa tissa ito ehi, “O Tissa, O Tissa, come here.” Dev‡na¸piyatissa 
is shocked: imasmi¸ d„pe j‡to ma¸ tiss‡ ti n‡ma¸ gahetv‡ ‡lapitu¸ samattho n‡ma natthi, 
“There is no one born in this island who would dare address me just using my name Tissa.” 
Hettiarachchy (1972: 47): “The Mah‡va¸sa gives Dev‡na¸piya Tissa as the name of the 
Sinhalese ruler who ascended the throne of Anuradhapura after MuÒas„va. In one instance the 
Mah‡va¸sa (11.42) states that his name is hidden in dev‡na¸piya (dev‡na¸piya-
vacanopagÂ˚han‡mo). The Va¸satthappak‡sin„, commenting on this, states that the king’s 
name is Tissa and this is hidden in the upapada of dev‡na¸piya. That work adds further that 
the king was known as Dev‡na¸piya by the people because he was bent on meritorious work 
leading to heavenly life. The fact that dev‡na¸piya is called an upapada suggests that it was 
taken by the king at a later date in his life and was not his original name. However, the 
inscriptions reveal that dev‡napiya (P. dev‡na¸piya) was not confined to one ruler but was 
taken by most of the kings belonging to the first dynasty.” 
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Here is Eggermont’s (1956: 169) summation of Przyluski’s theory: 

Already in the Moriya period a ‘Cycle d’Açoka’ arose in Magadha. 
About the middle of the IInd century B.C. this Cycle became known in 
Kosamb„, at the time an important Buddhist centre. There an Asokasutta 
was written in Pali. From Kosambi, a trade centre, this Asokasutta 
followed the routes of trade. It came to the North West, in Mathur‡, a 
centre of Brahman culture. Here the Pali Asokasutta was rewritten in 
Sanskrit. Thus the Aśok‡vad‡na came into being. At the same time the 
P‡li Asokasutta reached Ceylon by sea via the trade route Kosamb„--
Ujjayin„--Bharukaccha. In Ceylon it became the basis of the Asoka tales 
of the D„pava¸sa and the Mah‡va¸sa. The Asoka legend also extended 
to the East. . . . From Mathur‡ the Asoka legend came to the North West 
of India in the 1st century A.D. The reflection of the Asoka legend in 
this last form we find in the Avad‡nakalpalat‡ by K˘emendra (XIth 
century A.D.). Another historical work of K˘emendra, which among 
other things contained an Asoka biography, was lost. 

After reviewing Przyluski’s theory, Eggermont (1956: 169−170) concludes:  

To what extent does my study modify and supplement this theory? 
Firstly a more accurate idea can be formed of the Magadhan ‘Cycle 
d’Açoka,’ the starting point of the whole tradition. This Cycle must 
have had the character of a chronicle, which related the events 
mentioning the year of reign after the king’s anointment. . . . Both the 
P‡li sources and the Aśok‡vad‡na had drawn freely from the same 
ancient source. 

Eggermont (1956: 169) also asserts, in positing such a proto-chronicle, that “there 
are so many concurrences between the inscriptions and the tradition.” I am not 
interested in fully examining Eggermont’s theory here, but I would like to point out 
that while there may be strong “concurrences between the inscriptions and the 
tradition,” as pointed out by Eggermont, the glaring absence of dev‡na¸piya in the 
tradition and its almost universal presence in Aśoka’s inscriptions have not been 
addressed by Eggermont or any subsequent scholar that I am aware of.  

Going back to Przyluski’s formulation of the stages of development outlined 
above, we may focus on a few important points. The first point is that the primary 
agency in the design of the proto-Asoka narrative is with the Buddhist monks. 
Secondly, even while admitting Przyluski’s notion that at the Brahmanical center of 
Mathura, the Pali proto-version first became Sanskritized, what may be the role of 
the Brahmans in the transformation of the story? Do we assume that these are 
Brahmanical Brahmans, or Brahmans who converted to Buddhism, albeit without 
renouncing their love for Sanskrit? As we consider these various likely agents in the 
design and transmission of the Aśoka legend, we can rule out the Brahmanical 
Brahmans from producing a loving narrative showing Aśoka in a positive light. The 
evidence from the Mah‡bh‡˘ya and the Pur‡ıas would assist us in arriving at this 
conclusion. The Brahmanical Brahmans were probably offended by the use of the 
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term dev‡n‡¸priya by a king who became a Buddhist. So who might then be the 
likely agent for the removal of the term dev‡n‡¸piya from an otherwise loving 
narrative in favor of the Buddhist Aśoka? I cannot think of anyone other than the 
Buddhist monks themselves, who loved the Dharm‡śoka, Aśoka after his conversion 
to Buddhism, and depicted the CaıÛ‡śoka, the cruel Aśoka before his conversion 
with great contrastive effect. In designing the Aśoka narrative for Buddhist 
audiences, they probably found the title dev‡na¸piya rather absurd and 
inconvenient. In support of my guess, I can point to passages in both the Sanskrit 
versions and the Sri Lankan Pali versions, where the Buddhist monastic narrators 
seem to be at pains to point out that before his conversion to Buddhism, Aśoka and 
his father were devoted to Brahmanical religion, a terrible thing from the Buddhist 
point of view. The Samantap‡s‡dik‡ (Vol. I, p. 38) says:34 

r‡j‡ kira abhiseka¸ p‡puıitv‡ t„ıiyeva sa¸vacchar‡ni b‡hiraka-
p‡saıÛa¸ parigaıhi / catutthe sa¸vacchare buddhas‡sane pas„di / 
tassa kira pit‡ bindus‡ro br‡hmaıabhatto ahosi, so br‡hmaı‡na¸ ca 
br‡hmaıaj‡tiyap‡saıÛ‡na¸ ca paıÛaraÔgaparibb‡jak‡d„na¸ saÒÒhi-
sahassamatt‡na¸ niccabhatta¸ paÒÒhapesi / 

Having been consecrated to his kingship, only for the first three years 
did the king accept outsider-heretics. During his fourth year, he 
developed affection for the Buddhist doctrine. His father, Bindus‡ra, 
was devoted to Brahmans. He instituted daily meals for sixty-thousand 
ash-white ascetics of the Brahman caste and [other] Brahmans. 

Such “anti-Brahmanical” passages can be traced in both the southern and northern 
versions of the Aśoka legends, and in my view they go back in all probability to the 
proto-narrative that Przyluski was talking about. The above cited passage of the 
Samantap‡s‡dik‡ uses the words br‡hmaıaj‡t„yap‡saıÛa with absolute contempt, 
and in such cases, we can contrast the positive non-contemptuous usage of the terms 
br‡hmaıa and p‡saıÛa in Aśoka’s own inscriptions: (Rock Edict VII, Girnar 
version): dev‡na¸piyo piyadasi r‡j‡ savata icchati save p‡saıÛ‡ vaseyu save te 
sayaman ca bh‡vasuddhin ca icchati /, “Beloved of the Gods, king Piyadasi desires 
that all religious sects can live anywhere. They all desire self-control and 
purification of beings.”35 I want to conclude my presentation by saying that the 
 

34 For parallel passages, see: pit‡ saÒÒhisahass‡ni br‡hmaıe brahmapakkhike / bhojesi, 
so pi te yeva t„ıi vass‡ni bhojayi // Mah‡va¸sa (5.34). The account in T‡r‡n‡tha’s History of 
Buddhism in India (p. 53) often depicts Brahmans as demon-worshippers: “Following the 
advice of the anchorite of the BhÁku [BhÁgu] family, the worshipper of Û‡kin„s and r‡k˘asas, 
Aśoka accepted for his deity the mother goddesses of the crematorium including Um‡-dev„. 
Indulging as he did in lust for several years, he came to be known as K‡m‡śoka.”  

35 Edmund Weber (2001: no page no.): “In the eyes of the Buddhist emperor the true 
dharma doesn’t exclude the gods from the human beings; just the opposite is right: the true 
dharma demands the close association and even mixture of gods and men. . . . There is no 
question: Ashoka was not only loved by the gods; he loved them too. . . . He effectuated a 
restitution of the worship of gods and brahmanas. According to him gods and brahmanas 
were not contradictory to Buddhism. Rather, they were an essential pillar of a society defined 
by Bauddha dharma.” Weber’s statements, sometimes almost seeming to suggest that Aśoka 
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Aśoka of the inscriptions is a ruler far more rooted in the local cultural tradition and 
tolerant of the plurality of existing religious traditions and groups, in spite of his 
clear conversion to Buddhism and his zeal in its propagation. The Aśoka of the 
Buddhist narratives is a narrow-minded intolerant convert to Buddhism who is 
yanked away by the monastic authors from his tolerant historical personality and 
made to be a defender of the Buddhist faith and honor. In his mission of being a 
defender of the Buddhist faith and protector of its honor, the Buddhist authors tell us 
that the great Dharm‡śoka killed eighteen thousand ‚j„vikas in the city of PuıÛra-
vardhana, burned alive the whole family of a Jain layman because of the report that 
he had painted the scene of a Buddha image falling at the feet of Mah‡v„ra, and 
announced the payment of one gold-coin for each severed head of a Jain monk.36 
The loss of Aśoka’s epithet dev‡na¸piya must, in my view, be attributed to this 
sectarian rivalry into which the Buddhist Aśokan legends were composed. 

The other strategy evident in both the southern and northern Aśoka narratives 
is an effort to subordinate the devas to Buddha, Buddhism, and Aśoka. The 
subordination of the devas to Buddha and Buddhism goes back to early canonical 
texts of Buddhism and has been examined in detail by von Glasenapp and others. 
Buddha is often referred to as being the teacher of gods and men (satth‡ 
devamanuss‡nam) and that gods worship the Buddha (dev‡ pi ya¸ namassanti), 
rather than the Buddha worshipping the gods. Better to say that the devas loved 
Aśoka than saying that he loved them.37 The Aśok‡vad‡na as well as the Sri Lankan 
sources seem to tailor the narrative along this direction. Even before Aśoka assumes 
kingship and is competing with other princes, he declares that if he has any 
accumulated merit, then an army will manifest for him. As soon as he says that, the 
devat‡s bring to him an army and weapons (yadi mama r‡jyavaip‡kya¸ kuśalam 

 
was a pro-Brahman ruler, may perhaps suggest to us how Aśoka perceived the religious 
world. But there is clear evidence that the Brahmanical tradition as well as the Buddhist 
tradition did not see it that way. The texts of these two traditions seem to pull Aśoka into a 
sectarian personality, viewed negatively by the Brahmanical tradition and positively by the 
Buddhist tradition. 

36 Aśok‡vad‡na (edn. by Mukhopadhyaya, p. 67−68): tasmi¸ś ca samaye puıÛra-
vardhananagare nirgranthop‡sakena buddhapratim‡ nirgranthasya p‡dayor nipatit‡ 
citr‡rpit‡ / . . . śrutv‡ ca r‡j§‡bhihita¸ ś„ghram ‡n„yat‡m / puıÛravardhane sarve ‡j„vik‡˛ 
pragh‡tayitavy‡˛ / y‡vad ekadivase ‘˘Ò‡daśasahasr‡ıi ‡j„vik‡n‡¸ pragh‡tit‡ni / . . . śrutv‡ 
ca r‡j§‡mar˘itena sa nirgranthop‡saka˛ sabandhuvargo gÁha¸ praveśayitv‡gnin‡ 
dagdha˛ / ‡j§apta¸ ca yo me nirgranthasya śiro d‡syati tasya d„n‡ra¸ d‡sy‡mi iti 
gho˘itam. Mah‡va¸sa (5.74): titthiy‡na¸ sahass‡ni nikkaÛÛhitv‡na saÒÒhi so / saÒÒhi 
bhikkhusahass‡ni ghare niccam abhojayi //. The Aśokan inscriptions give no evidence that 
his gift-giving was limited to only the Buddhist monks. The inscriptions show him giving 
donations to ‚j„vikas, contrary to the narratives in the Aśok‡vad‡na. 

37 There is an interesting passage in the late Sri Lankan Pali work Dh‡tuva¸sa: so 
‡yasm‡ mah‡kassapatthero yebhuyyena bahunna¸ dev‡na¸ piyo man‡po / therassa hi 
d‡na¸ datv‡ sagge nibbatt‡na¸ pam‡≥o n‡ma natthi /, “The monk Mah‡kassapa was dear 
to a large number of gods. There is no counting of numbers of those who were born [as 
Devas] in heaven as a result of giving d‡na to this monk,” Romanized text file on GRETIL—
Gîttingen Register of Electronic Texts in Indian Languages (SL Page 013). Here, “dear to the 
gods” is clearly accounted for in a paradigm that subordinates gods even to Buddhist monks, 
let alone to the Buddha. 
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asti sainyapraharaıam pr‡durbhavatu / evam ukte kum‡reıa pÁthivy‡m avak‡śo 
datto devat‡bhi˛ sainyapraharaı‡ni copan„t‡ni / Aśok‡vad‡na, edn. by 
Mukhopadhyaya, p. 39). In another passage we are told that Aśoka makes a 
declaration that if the kingdom legally (dharmeıa) belongs to him, then let the gods 
tie the band of kingship for him. The gods then tie his band of kingship (yadi mama 
dharmeıa r‡jya¸ bhavati devat‡ mama paÒÒa¸ badhnantu / y‡vad devat‡bhi˛ paÒÒo 
baddha˛ / Aśok‡vad‡na, p. 41).38 The story of the gods assisting Aśoka in gaining 
the kingship and the gods bringing sixteen jars of holy water from Anotatta lake for 
him is narrated in the Samantap‡s‡dik‡ (Vol. I, p. 37): tath‡ upari ‡k‡se 
anotattadahato aÒÒhahi k‡jehi so˚asa p‡n„yaghaÒe divase divase devat‡ ‡haranti. 
This would probably indicate that the subordination of the devas to Aśoka was part 
of the Buddhist Aśoka narrative from the very beginning, on the same lines that the 
devas were subordinated to the Buddha. In the inscriptions of Aśoka there is no 
trace of this subordination of devas to the king, who seems to look up to them 
respectfully, in spite of his conversion to Buddhism39. Thus, a careful study of the 
absence of the inscriptional term dev‡nampiya in the Buddhist narratives of Aśoka, 
both southern and northern, allows us to understand how these narratives developed, 
and how the Aśoka of these narratives gradually moved away from the historical 
Aśoka of the inscriptions.40 

 
38 The Kuı‡l‡vad‡na narrates a story told by Upagupta to Aśoka regarding Buddha’s 

birth. When the child was brought to Śuddhodana, a prediction was made that the Bodhisattva 
would at this place of the Ś‡kyas worship a god (devam arcayi˘yati). But all the gods actually 
fell at the feet of the Bodhisattva (sarvadevat‡ ca bodhisattvasya p‡dayor nipatit‡). Then 
Śuddhodana realized that his son, the Bodhisattva, is a god of gods, and so he named him 
Dev‡tideva “god of gods.” See Aśok‡vad‡na, p. 83. 

39 For the co-existence of worship of devas and Buddhism, see: Gombrich (1971: 46ff.). 
40 Referring to H. Kern (1896, 1972: 115), Basham (1959: 57) says: “The Aśoka of the 

Buddhist legends is, in the words of a 19th-century authority, ‘half monster and half idiot,’ 
his humanity and practical benevolence overlaid by the accretion of monkish legends of later 
centuries.” 
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